1. Ask students to come forward and pick up:
   - Attendance card

2. Announcements:
   - Quiz #2 has been graded
     - Its suggested solutions have been posted to the course home (even if you earned full credit, you are still suggested to check the suggested solutions)
     - The graded Quiz #2 should be returned at the end of today.
   - Quiz #3 is scheduled this Thursday (1/25)

3. Micro-kernel architecture (a “left-over topic” from Week #2, covered by Quiz #3 questions #12 and #13)
   - What is it?
   - What is it for?

4. Process Management & Scheduling Algorithms
   - Quiz #3 questions (“process management”): #14 through #24
   - Quiz #3 questions (“process scheduling algorithms”): #25 through #33
   - Exercise questions on January 24, 2024

5. Quiz #3 discussions (10 to 15 minutes)
   - A time-keeper wanted